Use of the Endoholder device during robotic-assisted laparoscopic radical prostatectomy: the "poor man's" fourth arm equivalent.
During standard, six-port set-up, robotic-assisted laparoscopic radical prostatectomy (RLRP) using a three-arm daVinci system (DVS), two assistants are routinely required. The role of the second assistant is often limited to isometric traction during prostate dissection. Due to muscle fatigue and inability of the operator to see the operative field, frequent repositioning of the second assistant is often required. In an attempt to improve efficiency in such surgical situations, we describe the use of the Endoholder, an adjustable articulating instrument holder, to assist during RLRP. During 100 consecutive cases, the Endoholder provided quick, reproducible retraction to facilitate exposure. No complications occurred with its use. The device reduced the need for a dedicated second assistant to stand bedside. We have achieved significant improvements in the safety and efficiency of retraction of the rectum, bladder, and prostate during RLRP with the Endoholder. For urologists working with a three-armed DVS, use of the Endoholder may help facilitate tissue retraction during dissection.